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zCover Ships retail pack Multi-Charger for Cisco 7925G Unified
Wireless IP Phone
RICHMOND, BC, CANADA – Nov 17, 2009
zCover® ships retail pack CI925ZDG MultiCharger for Cisco 7925G Unified Wireless
IP Phone and battery pack. The zAdapter®
Multi-Charger charges up to five (5) phones
and five(5) standard or extended batteries
simultaneously and features a patent filed,
Dock-In-Case™ solution for docking and
charging the 7925G phone in our Silicone
or Tech Leather Carrying Case. The MultiCharger for Cisco 7925G keeps a fleet or
phones and batteries charged and ready for
continuous use during multiple shifts.
The Multi-Charger battery slots featured with a battery reversed insert prevention
mechanism, ensuring batteries are inserted correctly, even in the dark. The phone
charging process can be monitored on the phone screen and the battery charging
process is monitored with LED indicators on the charger. The unit switches to a trickle
charge when batteries are full and a temperature controller monitors battery
temperature during the charging process. If the battery temperature gets higher than
113°F (45°C ) the charger will shut down the battery, making the Multi-Charger very
safe to use.
The unit can be placed on a desk or mounted on a wall to save space. The external
power supply can be stored in the compartment at the back of Multi-Charger with
Aluminum heat sink style door for space saving and better cooling effect. Different
types of power cord are available for
different countries wall plug. The zAdapter®
CI925ZDG Multi-Charger is the only Dockin-Case, Multi-Charger for the Cisco Unified
Wireless IP Phone 7925G and is fully
compliant with environment and safety
standards. zCover is Cisco’s exclusive
choice of 3rd party desktop chargers for the
Cisco 7925G Unified Wireless IP Phone.
Product Forecasting: This CI925ZDG
Multi-Charger for Cisco 7925G Unified

Wireless IP Phone and battery pack is full compatible with our available soon zCover
ZB925 series Bluetooth Speaker Phone / Car Phone for Cisco 7925G and pair with
up to 8 mobile phones, zCover ZB925ALT Li-ion Battery with capacity indicator.
###
zCover® is a leading protective cover and case solutions provider. We design, develop and distribute
carrying cases, covers, dock-in-case™ chargers and function-added devices with a focus on Healthcare,
Government, Enterprise and Education sectors. zCover incorporates leading-edge technology and
independent IP rights, bringing to market products with outstanding functionality and quality.
Selected zCover and zAdapter protective carrying cases, notebook and keyboard covers are available at
Apple Stores and other leading electronic product retail stores. zCover iPhone and iPod cases were the
Winner of Macworld Awards 2008 Best iPhone Accessory and nominated as Best iPod Accessory by
Macworld Awards in 2006 and 2007.
©2009 zCover, Inc. zCover and zAdapter are registered trademarks in USA and other countries. All other
products, services and company names are trademarks, registered trademarks or service marks of their
respective owners. Information in media advisories including, without limitation, product prices,
specification, content of services, and contact information, is current on the date of the press
announcement, but is subject to change without notice.
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